Introducing, **ReLEx® SmILE... Vision Beyond LASIK**

Why ReLEx® SmILE is the Future in Laser Vision Correction?

- Retains the strength of the cornea
- Flapless and Bladeless
- No Dry Eye
- More stable for high powers

Ask for a Laser Vision Correction Appointment at Shroff Eye today

**www.smilerelex.com**

**Shroff Eye Opener® # 93**

*During monsoon, keep a spare pair of spectacles handy at all times*

---

1st Eye Hospital in India to be awarded the Joint Commission International (JCI) Accreditation from USA

2 World Class Eye Centers – Marine Drive & Bandra

3 Generations of Eye Surgeons

4 Generations of Patients

50,000 and more patients treated in last 10 years

94 Years of Excellence in Eye Care
I had my Relex Smile surgery on May 9th, 2014 at Shroff Eye, Mumbai.

It was sometime in September, 2013 that I decided that I would get Lasik done to correct my Myopia. I read through Dr Anand Shroff’s background on the internet and was very impressed with his qualifications and the experience he held especially in refractive surgeries.

Dr Shroff answered all my queries without any need for me to ask him. Moreover he and his team extensively evaluated my eyes through various tests to determine my candidacy for Lasik. The fact that people are evaluated and guided to choose the best method suitable for them exemplifies the professionalism practiced at Shroff Eye.

Dr Shroff with his expert hands and the latest technology at his disposal did an excellent job on both my eyes. What is remarkable is not about the efficiency of his work but the way he soothed my nerves. My vision has stabilized and I can see fine now. I feel so relieved to have got rid of spectacles which I have been using for past 17 years.

Thanks to Dr Shroff for the “spectacular” job!

— Adin Ravindran

Did You Know?...

an ostrich’s eye is bigger than its brain

Find us on facebook

Like The Shroff Eye Hospital Facebook page. Share your comments, get updates, eye care facts and participate in our monthly quiz.

Shroff Eye Hospital is India’s first eye hospital to be accredited by JCI – Joint Commission International, USA for excellence in patient care and health care delivery since 2006

Shroff Eye Clinic
Gobind Mahal, 86-B Netaji Subhash Road
Marine Drive, Mumbai 400 002, India
Tel: (+91-22) 2281 4077 / 2202 9242
Fax: (+91-22) 2281 2751

Shroff Eye Hospital • Vision Research Centre
222 S. V. Road, old Bandra Talkies
Bandra (West), Mumbai 400 050, India
Tel: (+91-22) 6692 1000 / 2643 1006
Fax: (+91-22) 6694 9880

E-mail: info@shroffeeye.org
www.shroffeeye.org
www.lasikindia.in
www.pathologylabindia.com
Eye Helpline: +91 98211 63901
Lab Tests Helpline: +91 98211 41024